
Agent-Directed Simulation Meeting Series: 
A Growing Global Community 

It has been more than five years since the 2005 Agent-Directed Simulation (ADS) 
Symposium was organized as part of the Spring Simulation Multiconference: 

http://www.scs.org/confernc/springsim/springsim05/cfp/ads05.htm 

Since then an expanding dynamic community of researchers has coalesced around 
the theme of Agent-Directed Simulation to explore all three aspects of the synergy of 
simulation and agent technologies.  

As a prelude to the 2005 ADS symposium, the first ADS event was organized by Dr. 
Tuncer Ören and Dr. Levent Yilmaz as a track of sessions within the 2004 Summer 
Computer Simulation Conference (SCSC). Since 2004, ADS sessions have been 
annually organized as part of the SummerSim event. This year we continued the 
tradition at Ottawa, Canada with multiple sessions held at the 2010 SCSC: 

http://www.eng.auburn.edu/~yilmaz/2010-ADS-CFP.html  

Also, within the 2010 SpringSim Multiconference, which was held in April at 
Orlando, Florida, the annual ADS symposium continued to provide a forum to bring 
together researchers and practitioners from diverse simulation societies within 
computer science, social sciences, engineering, business, education, human factors, 
and systems engineering: 

http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~oren/conf-org/ADS_2010/ADS-CFP.htm  

Most recently, a new ADS event is being organized as part of the 22nd European 
Modeling & Simulation Symposium in October 13-15, 2010 at FES, Morocco: 

http://www.scs.org/confernc/springsim/springsim05/cfp/ads05.htm
http://www.eng.auburn.edu/~yilmaz/2010-ADS-CFP.html
http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~oren/conf-org/ADS_2010/ADS-CFP.htm


http://www.msc-les.org/conf/EMSS2010/index_file/AgentDirectSimulation.htm  

Furthermore, for the first time in 2010, ADS will be a track of sessions at the 2010 
Winter Simulation Conference, which will be held in Baltimore, MD in December 
5-8, 2010. 

The purpose of the these ADS conference series, which are currently being held 
within four major annual simulation events, is to facilitate dissemination of the most 
recent advancements in the theory, methodology, application, and toolkits of agent-
directed simulation.  Many colleagues continue to contribute to making ADS 
conference series a success. The efforts of both the Organizing and the International 
Program Committees are instrumental in shaping the ADS programs by facilitating 
the peer-review process as well as in supporting the coordination of the 
symposiums. We extend our sincere thanks to them as well as to the authors of ADS 
conferences to sustain this growing active community of researchers. 
 
Levent Yilmaz        &        Tuncer Ören 
Auburn University           University of Ottawa 
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